Clearwater (Fla.) Clubhouse Makes Use Of All Space

There's no waste space in the new clubhouse of the Clearwater (Fla.) CC. The main lounge overlooks part of the course, including the 18th green, and is a pleasant place to chat, read or play cards, as well as being conveniently available for service to large dinner parties.

The bar is handy for beverage and sandwich service, and the dining room immediately adjoins the compact kitchen, as does the grill-and-bar room.

Men's and women's locker-rooms are at opposite ends of the clubhouse. They're light and well ventilated. With many of the players living in homes adjacent to the course the locker-rooms don't have to be large.

The pro shop is on the route between the rest of the clubhouse and the first tee. Billy Burke has it attractively set up. There's a space shortage here because of the large number of bag carts used. They jam the shop at night. Bag cart storage space is planned as an addition.